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Pope Benedict XVI, the only modern-day Pope to retire whilst in office, now
finally breaks his silence. Since retiring from the papacy in 2013, the first Pope in
over 700 years to do so, Pope Benedict has lived quietly in a convent in the
Vatican gardens in Rome. He has devoted himself to a life of prayer and study
and has vowed to remain silent, until now. So much controversy still surrounds
Pope Benedict's time in office. In this book, written with bestselling German
author Peter Seewald, he addresses the issues of his papacy and reveals how,
at his late age, governing and reforming the Church was beyond him. Last
Testament is also an autobiography, recalling Pope Benedict's childhood in
Germany under Nazism, his early development as a priest, and eventually his
appointment as Archbishop of Munich. After becoming Pope, his account deals
with the controversies that rocked the Catholic world: how he enraged Muslims
with his Regensburg speech, what he did and did not do to stamp out the clerical
sexual abuse of children, the 'Vatileaks' scandal and how he broke up a gay
cabal within the Vatican itself. At all times, we see a man who is shy and retiring
and modest being exceptionally open and frank with the outside world. In this
Last Testament, a unique book insofar as no other living Pope has had the
opportunity to write an account having left office, Benedict gives in his own words
an unprecedented view of the difficulties, the achievements and the
consequences of his time as head of the Catholic Church worldwide.
A gifted poet, a women's rights activist, and an expert on moral and natural
philosophy, Lucrezia Marinella (1571-1653) was known throughout Italy as the
leading female intellectual of her age. Born into a family of Venetian physicians,
she was encouraged to study, and, fortunately, she did not share the fate of
many of her female contemporaries, who were forced to join convents or were
pressured to marry early. Marinella enjoyed a long literary career, writing mainly
religious, epic, and pastoral poetry, and biographies of famous women in both
verse and prose. Marinella's masterpiece, The Nobility and Excellence of
Women, and the Defects and Vices of Men was first published in 1600,
composed at a furious pace in answer to Giusepe Passi's diatribe about women's
alleged defects. This polemic displays Marinella's vast knowledge of the Italian
poetic tradition and demonstrates her ability to argue against authors of the
misogynist tradition from Boccaccio to Torquato Tasso. Trying to effect real social
change, Marinella argued that morally, intellectually, and in many other ways,
women are superior to men.
The best-selling author of Devil in the White City documents the efforts of first
American ambassador to Hitler's Germany William E. Dodd to acclimate to a
residence in an increasingly violent city where he is forced to associate with the
Nazis while his daughter pursues a relationship with Gestapo chief Rudolf Diels.
With The Ethical Dimension of the “Decameron” Marilyn Migiel, author of A
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Rhetoric of the “Decameron” (winner of the MLA’s 2004 Marraro Prize), returns
to Giovanni Boccaccio’s masterpiece, this time to focus on the dialogue about
ethical choices that the Decameron creates with us and that we, as individuals
and as groups, create with the Decameron. Maintaining that we can examine this
dialogue to gain insights into our values, our biases and our decision-making
processes, Migiel offers a view of the Decameron as sticky and thorny. According
to Migiel, the Decameron catches us as we move through it, obligating us to
reveal ourselves, inviting us to reflect on how we form our assessments, and
calling upon us to be mindful of our responsibility to judge patiently and carefully.
Migiel’s focus remains unabashedly on the experience of readers, on the
meanings they find in the Decameron, and on the ideological assumptions they
have about the way that a literary text such as the Decameron works. She offers
that, rather than thinking about the Decameron as “teaching” readers, we should
think about it “testing” them. Throughout, Migiel engages in the masterful in-
depth rhetorical analyses, delivered in lively and readable prose, that are her
trademark. Whether she is examining the Italian of the Decameron, translations
of the Italian into English, commentaries by scholars, newspaper articles, or
student essays, she asks us always to maintain an ethical engagement with the
words of others.
One of the 20th century's enduring works, One Hundred Years of Solitude is a
widely beloved and acclaimed novel known throughout the world, and the
ultimate achievement in a Nobel Prize–winning career. The novel tells the story of
the rise and fall of the mythical town of Macondo through the history of the
Buendía family. It is a rich and brilliant chronicle of life and death, and the
tragicomedy of humankind. In the noble, ridiculous, beautiful, and tawdry story of
the Buendía family, one sees all of humanity, just as in the history, myths,
growth, and decay of Macondo, one sees all of Latin America. Love and lust, war
and revolution, riches and poverty, youth and senility -- the variety of life, the
endlessness of death, the search for peace and truth -- these universal themes
dominate the novel. Whether he is describing an affair of passion or the voracity
of capitalism and the corruption of government, Gabriel García Márquez always
writes with the simplicity, ease, and purity that are the mark of a master.
Alternately reverential and comical, One Hundred Years of Solitude weaves the
political, personal, and spiritual to bring a new consciousness to storytelling.
Translated into dozens of languages, this stunning work is no less than an
accounting of the history of the human race.
This book—which is based on vast archival research and on a variety of primary
sources—has filled a gap in Italy’s historiography on Fascism, and in European
and world history about concentration camps in our contemporary world. It
provides, for the first time, a survey of the different types of internment practiced
by Fascist Italy during the war and a historical map of its concentration camps.
Published in Italian (I campi del duce, Turin: Einaudi, 2004), in Croatian
(Mussolinijevi Logori, Zagreb: Golden Marketing – Tehni?ka knjiga, 2007), in
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Slovenian (Fašisti?na taboriš?a, Ljublana: Publicisti?no društvo ZAK, 2011), and
now in English, Mussolini’s Camps is both an excellent product of academic
research and a narrative easily accessible to readers who are not professional
historians. It undermines the myth that concentration camps were established in
Italy only after the creation of the Republic of Salò and the Nazi occupation of
Italy’s northern regions in 1943, and questions the persistent and traditional
image of Italians as brava gente (good people), showing how Fascism made
extensive use of the camps (even in the occupied territories) as an instrument of
coercion and political control.
“The Devil holds the strings which move us!” (Charles Baudelaire, The Flowers of Evil, 1857.)
Satan, Beelzebub, Lucifer... the Devil has many names and faces, all of which have always
served artists as a source of inspiration. Often commissioned by religious leaders as images of
fear or veneration, depending on the society, representations of the underworld served to
instruct believers and lead them along the path of righteousness. For other artists, such as
Hieronymus Bosch, they provided a means of denouncing the moral decrepitude of one’s
contemporaries. In the same way, literature dealing with the Devil has long offered inspiration
to artists wishing to exorcise evil through images, especially the works of Dante and Goethe. In
the 19th century, romanticism, attracted by the mysterious and expressive potential of the
theme, continued to glorify the malevolent. Auguste Rodin’s The Gates of Hell, the
monumental, tormented work of a lifetime, perfectly illustrates this passion for evil, but also
reveals the reason for this fascination. Indeed, what could be more captivating for a man than
to test his mastery by evoking the beauty of the ugly and the diabolic?
The annual—and essential—collection of the newest voices in short fiction, selected this year by
Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, Kali Fajardo-Anstine, and Beth Piatote. Who are the most
promising short story writers working today? Where do we look to discover the future stars of
literary fiction? This book will offer a dozen answers to these questions. The stories collected
here represent the most recent winners of the PEN/Robert J. Dau Short Story Prize for
Emerging Writers, which recognizes twelve writers who have made outstanding debuts in
literary magazines in the previous year. They are chosen by a panel of distinguished judges,
themselves innovators of the short story form: Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, Kali Fajardo-
Anstine, and Beth Piatote. Each piece comes with an introduction by its original editors, whose
commentaries provide valuable insight into what magazines are looking for in their
submissions, and showcase the vital work they do to nurture literature's newest voices.
New York Times Bestseller “[A] fascinating, engrossing, often dark history of drug use in the
Third Reich.” — Washington Post The Nazi regime preached an ideology of physical, mental,
and moral purity. Yet as Norman Ohler reveals in this gripping new history, the Third Reich
was saturated with drugs: cocaine, opiates, and, most of all, methamphetamines, which were
consumed by everyone from factory workers to housewives to German soldiers. In fact, troops
were encouraged, and in some cases ordered, to take rations of a form of crystal meth—the
elevated energy and feelings of invincibility associated with the high even help to account for
the breakneck invasion that sealed the fall of France in 1940, as well as other German military
victories. Hitler himself became increasingly dependent on injections of a cocktail of
drugs—ultimately including Eukodal, a cousin of heroin—administered by his personal doctor.
Thoroughly researched and rivetingly readable, Blitzed throws light on a history that, until now,
has remained in the shadows. “Delightfully nuts.” — The New Yorker NORMAN OHLER is an
award-winning German novelist, screenwriter, and journalist. He is the author of the novels Die
Quotenmaschine (the world’s first hypertext novel), Mitte, and Stadt des Goldes (translated
into English as Ponte City). He was cowriter of the script for Wim Wenders’s film Palermo
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Shooting. He lives in Berlin.
The Cambridge Companion to Crime Fiction covers British and American crime fiction from the
eighteenth century to the end of the twentieth. As well as discussing the detective fiction of
writers like Arthur Conan Doyle, Agatha Christie and Raymond Chandler, it considers other
kinds of fiction where crime plays a substantial part, such as the thriller and spy fiction. It also
includes chapters on the treatment of crime in eighteenth-century literature, French and
Victorian fiction, women and black detectives, crime on film and TV, police fiction and
postmodernist uses of the detective form. The collection, by an international team of
established specialists, offers students invaluable reference material including a chronology
and guides to further reading. The volume aims to ensure that its readers will be grounded in
the history of crime fiction and its critical reception.
This book articulates the theoretical outlines of a feminism developed from Aristotle’s
metaphysics, making a new contribution to feminist theory. Readers will discover why Aristotle
was not a feminist and how he might have become one, through an investigation of Aristotle
and Aristotelian tradition. The author shows how Aristotle’s metaphysics can be used to
articulate a particularly subtle and theoretically powerful understanding of gender that may
offer a highly useful tool for distinctively feminist arguments. This work builds on Martha
Nussbaum’s ‘capabilities approach’ in a more explicitly and thoroughly hylomorphist way.
The author shows how Aristotle’s hylomorphic model, developed to run between the extremes
of Platonic dualism and Democritean atomism, can similarly be used today to articulate a view
of gender that takes bodily differences seriously without reducing gender to biological
determinations. Although written for theorists, this scholarly yet accessible book can be used to
address more practical issues and the final chapter explores women in universities as one
example. This book will appeal to both feminists with limited familiarity with Aristotle’s
philosophy, and scholars of Aristotle with limited familiarity with feminism.
The first full-length study of printing, writing and reading at a crucial period in Italian and
European culture.
This #1 New York Times bestseller is the first book in a new series set in Chris Colfer's
Land of Stories universe, perfect for both new and longtime fans! When Brystal
Evergreen stumbles across a secret section of the library, she discovers a book that
introduces her to a world beyond her imagination and learns the impossible: She is a
fairy capable of magic! But in the oppressive Southern Kingdom, women are forbidden
from reading and magic is outlawed, so Brystal is swiftly convicted of her crimes and
sent to the miserable Bootstrap Correctional Facility. But with the help of the mysterious
Madame Weatherberry, Brystal is whisked away and enrolled in an academy of magic!
Adventure comes with a price, however, and when Madame Weatherberry is called
away to attend to an important problem she doesn't return. Do Brystal and her
classmates have what it takes to stop a sinister plot that risks the fate of the world, and
magic, forever? Fall in love with an all-new series from Chris Colfer, the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the Land of Stories, filled with adventure, imagination, and
wonderfully memorable characters both familiar and new. A #1 New York Times
bestsellerAn IndieBound bestseller A USA Today bestseller A Wall Street Journal
bestseller Don't miss: A TALE OF WITCHCRAFT...
Taking a literary journey through hell certainly sounds intriguing enough--and it is! If you
can understand it! If you don't understand it, then you are not alone. If you have
struggled in the past reading the ancient classic, then BookCaps can help you out. This
book is a modern translation with a fresh spin. The original text is also presented in the
book, along with a comparable version of the modern text. We all need refreshers every
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now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone
just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing
company, and are adding titles every month.
Instant New York Times Bestseller “Unimpeachably terrific.” —The New York Times
Book Review A twisty, fast-paced, cinematic literary thriller, and an ingenious book
within a book, for fans of Ruth Ware, Shari Lapena, and Donna Tartt Marcus Goldman
is riding high. The twenty-eight-year-old writer is the new darling of American letters,
whose debut novel has sold two million copies. But when it comes time to produce a
new book, he is sidelined by a crippling case of writer’s block. He travels to Somerset,
New Hamprshire, to see his mentor, Harry Quebert, one of the country’s most
respected writers, hoping to jar his creative juices as his publisher’s deadline looms.
But Marcus’s plans are upended when Harry is sensationally implicated in a cold-case
murder: Fifteen-year-old Nola Kellergan went missing in 1975, and Harry admits to
having had an affair with her. Following a trail of clues through the backwoods and
isolated beaches of New Hampshire, Marcus must answer two questions, which are
mysteriously connected: Who killed Nola Kellergan? And how do you write a book to
save someone’s life? Named a Best Book of the Summer by CBS This Morning, Us
Weekly, The Hollywood Reporter, Minneapolis Star Tribune, Parade, Houston
Chronicle, New York Post, Tampa Bay Times, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, and The
Daily Beast Now a 10-part TV series on EPIX, starring Patrick Dempsey, Ben
Schnetzer, Damon Wayans Jr., and Virginia Madsen
A noted historian of science examines the Coperican revolution, the anatomical work of
Vesalius, the work of Paracelsus, Harvey's discovery of the circulatory system, the
effects of Galileo's telescopic discoveries, more.
"The first comprehensive history of courtliness and chivalry in their literary and cultural
contexts."--Robert Grudin, University of Oregon "The first comprehensive history of
courtliness and chivalry in their literary and cultural contexts."--Robert Grudin,
University of Oregon
Combines theme and genre analysis in a study of the Italian author, from her first
literary writings in the 1930s to her novels in the 1990s.
Italian writer/director Elio Petri (1929-1982) is of the cinematic era of Pasolini,
Bertolucci, and Bellocchio, and although he is recognized by film scholars as one
of the major figures of Italian cinema, his work remains largely unknown outside
of Italy. Hardly a marginal figure, Petri began as an assistant to Giuseppe De
Santis and his future collaborators would include many of the most renowned film
artists of the 20th century: Marcello Mastroianni, Gian Maria Volonte, Dante
Ferretti, Ennio Morricone, Ugo Pirro, and Tonino Guerra. Due to Petri's belief that
culture is inextricable from political struggle, he was a central figure in the fervent
debates of his time on both Italian cinema and culture that arose from the
aftermath of World War II to the 1980s. However, while generally characterized
as a political filmmaker, this view is limited and reductive, for Petri's films are
polemical interrogations of social, religious, and political phenomena as well as
acute analyses of moral, psychological, and existential crises. His cinema is also
informed by a rich and profound understanding of and engagement with
literature, philosophy, psychology, and art, evident for instance in his adaptations
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of Sciascia's novels, Miller's The American Clock (for the stage), and Sartre's
Dirty Hands, as well as in his use of Pop and Abstract Art in The Tenth Victim, A
Quiet Place in the Country, and other films. Available for the first time in English,
Writings on Cinema and Life is a collection of texts Petri originally published
mainly in French and Italian journals. Also included are several art reviews, as
well as Petri's essay on Sartre's Dirty Hands, a text forgotten until recently. Petri's
affinity for subtle analysis is evident in his clear and precise writing style, which
utilizes concrete concepts and observations, cinematographic references, and
ideas drawn from literature, philosophy, and psychoanalysis. There is as well an
acute and scathing sense of humor that permeates many of the texts. Petri was
the recipient of the Palme d'Or, an Academy Award, and the Edgar Allan Poe
award among many others, and in 2005 he was the subject of the documentary
Elio Petri: Appunti Su Un Autore. This collection of Petri's writings is an important
contribution to the history of cinema and offers further insight into the work,
thought, and beliefs of one of cinema's most ambitious and innovative
practitioners."
Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals. 2d Ed., Rev. and EnlSupplementL '
Antilucerna dialogo di Eureta MisoscoloMussolini's CampsCivilian Internment in
Fascist Italy (1940-1943)Routledge
-- Douglas Kellner, University of Texas, Austin
Bringing together scholars from the Italian and English-speaking worlds,
Bosworth and Dogliani's edited book reviews the history of the memory and
representation of Fascism after 1945. Ranging in their study from patriotic
monuments to sado-masochistic films, the essays here collected ask how and
why and when Mussolini's dictatorship mattered after the event, and so provide a
fascinating study of the relationship between a traumatic past and the changing
present and future.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Combining close textual readings with a broad theoretical perspective, Gender,
Narrative, and Dissonance in the Modern Italian Novel is a study of the ways in
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which gender shapes the principal characters and narratives of seven important
Italian novels of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, from Alessandro
Manzoni’s I promessi sposi (1827) to Elsa Morante’s Aracoeli (1982). Silvia
Valisa’s innovative approach focuses on the tensions between the characters
and the gender ideologies that surround them, and the ways in which this
dissonance exposes the ideological and epistemological structures of the modern
novel. A provocative account of the intersection between gender, narrative, and
epistemology that draws on the work of Georg Lukács, Barbara Spackman, and
Teresa de Lauretis, this volume offers an intriguing new approach to investigating
the nature of fiction.
Steps forward in mathematics often reverberate in other scientific disciplines, and give
rise to innovative conceptual developments or find surprising technological applications.
This volume brings to the forefront some of the proponents of the mathematics of the
twentieth century, who have put at our disposal new and powerful instruments for
investigating the reality around us. The portraits present people who have impressive
charisma and wide-ranging cultural interests, who are passionate about defending the
importance of their own research, are sensitive to beauty, and attentive to the social
and political problems of their times. What we have sought to document is
mathematics’ central position in the culture of our day. Space has been made not only
for the great mathematicians but also for literary texts, including contributions by two
apparent interlopers, Robert Musil and Raymond Queneau, for whom mathematical
concepts represented a valuable tool for resolving the struggle between ‘soul and
precision.’
By systematically analyzing Dante's attitudes toward the poets who appear throughout
his texts, Teodolinda Barolini examines his beliefs about the limits and purposes of
textuality and, most crucially, the relationship of textuality to truth. Originally published
in 1984. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to
again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of
the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
Charts the making of colonial spaces in settler colonies of the Pacific Rim during the
last two centuries. Contributions journey through time, place and region, and piece
together interwoven but discrete studies that illuminate transnational and local
experiences - violent, ideological, and cultural - that produced settler-colonial space.
In his Historical Essay on the Neapolitan Revolution of 1799, Cuoco synthesized the
work of Machiavelli, Vico, and Enlightenment philosophers to offer an explanation for
why and how revolutions succeed or fail.
A true story of love, murder, and the end of the world’s “great hush.” In Thunderstruck,
Erik Larson tells the interwoven stories of two men—Hawley Crippen, a very unlikely
murderer, and Guglielmo Marconi, the obsessive creator of a seemingly supernatural
means of communication—whose lives intersect during one of the greatest criminal
chases of all time. Set in Edwardian London and on the stormy coasts of Cornwall,
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Cape Cod, and Nova Scotia, Thunderstruck evokes the dynamism of those years when
great shipping companies competed to build the biggest, fastest ocean liners; scientific
advances dazzled the public with visions of a world transformed; and the rich outdid
one another with ostentatious displays of wealth. Against this background, Marconi
races against incredible odds and relentless skepticism to perfect his invention: the
wireless, a prime catalyst for the emergence of the world we know today. Meanwhile,
Crippen, “the kindest of men,” nearly commits the perfect murder. With his
unparalleled narrative skills, Erik Larson guides us through a relentlessly suspenseful
chase over the waters of the North Atlantic. Along the way, he tells of a sad and tragic
love affair that was described on the front pages of newspapers around the world, a
chief inspector who found himself strangely sympathetic to the killer and his lover, and
a driven and compelling inventor who transformed the way we communicate.
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